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MITCalc - Planetary Gearing is a
powerful piece of software that is
specifically designed to work in

Microsoft Excel. The application
specializes in helping you design

and test various types of gears that
correspond to the mechanical
engineering field. It supports

Imperial and Metric units, certified
algorithms and data from several
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international standards, such as
ANSI, DIN, BS and ISO. Intuitive

and comprehensive looks Since
MITCalc - Planetary Gearing relies
on the installation of Excel on your

host computer, and is in fact an add-
in, using it shouldn't pose any

problems for users that are
accustomed to working with

spreadsheets. The application's
workbook is split into several
worksheets that contain all the

information you need in order to
create straight-cut, external or
helical gears. From the main
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window, you can access specific
worksheets, such as Calculation,
Coordinates, Material, Tables,

Options, DXF, Data and Dictionary.
Perform highly advanced

calculations Because it is an
application that runs within Excel,
you can easily enter computational
data in each selected cell. Also, you

can change calculation units,
parameters, numeric values or

dimensions. With each value that
you change, MITCalc - Planetary
Gearing keeps track of all these

modifications and constantly
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updates the results with every step
that you make, allowing you to

follow your progress. The built-in
algorithms allow you to compute

strength parameters, check
dimensions, design shafts and draw
2D or 3D CAD systems using the
item's coordinates and geometric

parameters. Reliable gear designer
All in all, MITCalc - Planetary

Gearing is a powerful utility that
provides both mechanical students

and engineers with multiple
solutions for designing and

verifying gear models for their
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projects. Even though the
installation process goes smoothly, a

small note is in order, before
installing the application, you need
to set a level of protection in MS
Excel that allows you to use VBA

macros. MITCalc - Planetary
Gearing Download MITCalc - Best

Selling Software MITCalc is a
powerful piece of software that is
specifically designed to work in

Microsoft Excel. The application
specializes in helping you design

and test various types of gears that
correspond to the mechanical
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engineering field. It supports
Imperial and Metric units, certified
algorithms and data from several
international standards, such as

ANSI, DIN, BS and ISO. Intuitive
and comprehensive looks Since

MITCalc - Planetary Gearing relies
on the installation of Excel on your

host computer, and is

MITCalc - Planetary Gearing

Expert gear design for Windows,
Excel and Mac OS X is now

available. Featuring a
comprehensive set of models,
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calculations, tables and much more.
Enjoy all the power of MITCalc and
the ability to go even further using
our premium GEO library. Part of

the MIT-AST Flow platform, which
includes the MIT-AST Software

Suite, the MIT-AST Flow Designer,
the MIT-AST Data Suite, and the

MIT-AST Design Suite. . MITCalc -
Planetary Gearing Benefits: 1)

Work as a standalone application
that runs from within Microsoft
Excel. 2) Enable calculations of

gears of various types: straight-cut,
helical or planetary. 3) Use
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intelligent data from international
standards, such as ASTM, ANSI,

DIN, BS and ISO. 4) Adapt
algorithms and data to your

calculations, allowing you to create
Gear Calculation Spreadsheets. 5)

Play with precision calculation
formulas and advanced geometric
parameters, including the effective
torsional strength and rigidity of the
gear. 6) Check strength parameters
of the gear, including the point of

application of the forces. 7) Export
a wide range of worksheet options

into DXF format. 8) Enable 2D and
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3D gear designs with the MIT-AST
Design Suite. 9) With the MIT-AST
Data Suite, save tables of results in

Excel. 10) Access and modify
information about parts, design

characteristics and the geometrical
characteristics of gears using MIT-
AST's dictionaries. 11) Generate
and apply detailed drawings in
STEP format, PDF format and
wireframes. 12) Enjoy visual

previews and print 3D examples.
13) Get started with free MIT-AST
Flow items, including the MIT-AST

Flow Designer. WHAT'S NEW
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With the 1.1.0.1 update, you'll be
happy to learn that MITCalc -

Planetary Gearing now allows you
to calculate torsional strength and
rigidity of the gear. For 2D or 3D
work, you can use the MIT-AST
Design Suite to design gears that

correspond to your specifications.
In addition, you'll be pleased to
know that new tables have been

added, such as the parameters used
to generate lots of 3D examples, as

well as a new printing option.
MITCalc - Planetary Gearing

Description: Expert gear design for
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Windows, Excel and Mac OS X is
now available. Featuring a

comprehensive set 09e8f5149f
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MITCalc - Planetary Gearing

MITCalc is a powerful calculator
utility that works along with
Microsoft Excel. It enables you to
design, implement and test various
types of mechanical gear systems.
The application is designed to help
you implement customized
calculations, integrate a custom
material database, manage
dimensional units, calculate total
cost, check dimensions, select
mathematical curves, build gear
teeth, draw gear shafts, utilize
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certified constant formulae and
algorithms, and create optimized
solutions according to special
requirements. You can use MITCalc
to implement at least 38 functions
which can be grouped into 6
categories: Mathematical,
Geometric, Environmental,
Algorithms, Digital and Material.
MITCalc - Planetary Gearing
Comments: MITCalc - Planetary
Gearing is one of the few
applications that enable you to
design, implement and test different
types of mechanical systems. The
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application is very intuitive and the
program is easy to learn. MITCalc is
a powerful application that employs
many advanced functions which
enable you to design and implement
custom gear models. The
application may be used by students
and professionals who intend to
receive college, university, graduate,
and professional certifications.
MITCalc - Planetary Gearing is a
powerful piece of software that is
specifically designed to work in
Microsoft Excel. The application
specializes in helping you design
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and test various types of gears that
correspond to the mechanical
engineering field. It supports
Imperial and Metric units, certified
algorithms and data from several
international standards, such as
ANSI, DIN, BS and ISO. Intuitive
and comprehensive looks Since
MITCalc - Planetary Gearing relies
on the installation of Excel on your
host computer, and is in fact an add-
in, using it shouldn't pose any
problems for users that are
accustomed to working with
spreadsheets. The application's
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workbook is split into several
worksheets that contain all the
information you need in order to
create straight-cut, external or
helical gears. From the main
window, you can access specific
worksheets, such as Calculation,
Coordinates, Material, Tables,
Options, DXF, Data and Dictionary.
Perform highly advanced
calculations Because it is an
application that runs within Excel,
you can easily enter computational
data in each selected cell. Also, you
can change calculation units,
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parameters, numeric values or
dimensions. With each value that
you change, MITCalc - Planetary
Gearing keeps track of all these
modifications and constantly
updates the results with every step
that you make, allowing you to
follow your progress. The built-in

What's New In?

MITCalc - Planetary Gearing -
Planetary Gearing is a powerful
piece of software that is specifically
designed to work in Microsoft
Excel. The application specializes in
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helping you design and test various
types of gears that correspond to the
mechanical engineering field. It
supports Imperial and Metric units,
certified algorithms and data from
several international standards, such
as ANSI, DIN, BS and ISO.
Intuitive and comprehensive looks
Since MITCalc - Planetary Gearing
relies on the installation of Excel on
your host computer, and is in fact
an add-in, using it shouldn't pose
any problems for users that are
accustomed to working with
spreadsheets. The application's
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workbook is split into several
worksheets that contain all the
information you need in order to
create straight-cut, external or
helical gears. From the main
window, you can access specific
worksheets, such as Calculation,
Coordinates, Material, Tables,
Options, DXF, Data and Dictionary.
Perform highly advanced
calculations Because it is an
application that runs within Excel,
you can easily enter computational
data in each selected cell. Also, you
can change calculation units,
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parameters, numeric values or
dimensions. With each value that
you change, MITCalc - Planetary
Gearing keeps track of all these
modifications and constantly
updates the results with every step
that you make, allowing you to
follow your progress. The built-in
algorithms allow you to compute
strength parameters, check
dimensions, design shafts and draw
2D or 3D CAD systems using the
item's coordinates and geometric
parameters. Reliable gear designer
All in all, MITCalc - Planetary
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Gearing is a powerful utility that
provides both mechanical students
and engineers with multiple
solutions for designing and
verifying gear models for their
projects. Even though the
installation process goes smoothly, a
small note is in order, before
installing the application, you need
to set a level of protection in MS
Excel that allows you to use VBA
macros. What's New in This
Release: Some bugs fixed
Installation changes - Fixed some
problems with the installation
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Requirements: Microsoft Excel 97,
2000, 2002, 2003, 2007, 2010, for
Windows. Note: MITCalc -
Planetary Gearing is freeware, but
you should activate the product
before using it. Is This Your
Listing? Coupon/Deal Deal? Buy
Space Programs: In a Changing
Universe for just $29.95!From
Amazon.com: To time-travel across
time and space
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System Requirements:

Broadcast: NTSC, PAL Firmware:
Version 3.00.08 or greater Disc 1:
Bonus Disc (includes digital copy of
the game): Windows Vista or
higher, 32-bit or 64-bit (not
included with this package)
Windows Vista or higher, 32-bit or
64-bit (not included with this
package) Bonus Disc (CD-Rom):
Audio CD-ROM Audio CD-ROM
Bonus Disc (USB): USB 2.0 USB
2.0 Bonus Disc (
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